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Abstract. With the rise in the use of biometric authentication on mobile devices,
it is important to address the security vulnerability of spoofing attacks where an
attacker using an artefact representing the biometric features of a genuine user
attempts to subvert the system. In this paper, techniques for presentation attack
detection are presented using gaze information with a focus on their applicability
for use on mobile devices. Novel features that rely on directing the gaze of the
user and establishing its behaviour are explored for detecting spoofing attempts.
The attack scenarios considered in this work include the use of projected photos,
2D and 3D masks. The proposed features and the systems based on them were
extensively evaluated using data captured from volunteers performing genuine
and spoofing attempts. The results of the evaluations indicate that gaze-based
features have the potential for discriminating between genuine attempts and
imposter attacks on mobile devices.

Keywords: Biometrics · Spoofing · Presentation attacks · Mobile security ·
Liveness detection

1 Introduction

Spoofing attacks on biometric systems are one of the major impediments to their use for
secure unattended applications. With the growing use of biometric authentication on
mobile devices, this problem may need special attention in the context of the limitations
of such devices. This study will address the threat of spoofing attacks on mobile
biometric systems using artefacts presented at the sensor (e.g. projected photograph, 2D
mask or 3D mask of a genuine user). The focus will be on the development and evalu‐
ation of liveness detection and counter-spoofing technologies based on eye-gaze in
operational mobile scenarios. Such technologies can enhance the trust and reliability of
remote communications and transactions using the increasingly prevalent mobile
devices.

Various approaches have been presented in the literature to establish “liveness” and
to detect presentation attacks. Spoofing detection approaches can be grouped into two
broad categories: active and passive. Passive approaches do not require user co-opera‐
tion or even user awareness but exploit involuntary physical movements, such as spon‐
taneous eye blinks, and 3D properties of the image source [1–13]. Active approaches
require user engagement to enable the biometric system to establish the liveness of the
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source through an evaluation of the sample captured at the sensor [14–23]. In this work,
we present a novel active approach using gaze information for liveness detection for
application on mobile devices. Section 2 presents the proposed system. Experimental
results and a comparison with the state-of-the-art is presented in Sect. 3 while conclu‐
sions are provided in Sect. 4.

2 Liveness Detection Through Gaze Tracking

A block diagram of the proposed system is shown in Fig. 1. A visual stimulus (as part
of the challenge) appears on the display which the participant is asked to follow and the
camera (sensor) captures facial images at each position of the stimulus on the screen. A
control mechanism is used to ensure that the placement of the target and the image
acquisition are synchronized. The system extracts facial landmarks in the captured
frames and computes various features from these landmarks which are then used to
classify whether the presentation attempt is by a genuine user. The spoofing attack may
be by means of an impostor attempting authentication by holding a projected photo, 2D
or 3D mask of a genuine subject to the camera.

Fig. 1. Proposed system block diagram.

2.1 A Subsection Sample

The restricted geometry of a mobile phone display (6.45 × 11.30 cm) is simulated in the
experiments that follow using a limited area of a desktop computer screen. A small shape
(“x”) is presented, at distinct locations on the screen as shown in Fig. 2. In this figure,
the cross indicates the chosen locations in which the cross sign appears in 30 distinct
locations (Points Challenge) (Fig. 2(a)) and along straight-line trajectories (Lines Chal‐
lenge) (Fig. 2(b)). The order of points and lines is randomised for each presentation.
During each presentation attempt images were acquired at every location of the chal‐
lenge. The presentation of the challenge sequence lasted approximately 90 s, however,
a small section of each session was used for spoofing detection.
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(b) (a) 

Fig. 2. Samples of challenge trajectory: (a) Points challenge, (b) Lines challenge.

Data was collected from 80 participants. This number of participants is sufficient to
illustrate the potential of the proposed approach and is in line with current state-of-the-
art. Participants were of both male and female gender aged over 18 years old. The
volunteers were from Africa, Asia, Middle-East, and Europe. Three spoofing attempts
(photo projection, 2D mask, 3D mask) and one genuine attempt for each challenge type
(Points and Lines) were recorded for each participant.

2.2 Facial Landmark Detection and Feature Extraction

The images thus captured during the challenge-response operation were processed using
Chehra Version 3.0 [24] in order to extract facial landmark points. Chehra returns 59
different landmarks on the face region. The coordinates of some of these landmarks were
used for feature extraction in the proposed scheme. Features proposed here are based
on eye movements during the challenge presentation.

2.3 Gaze-Based Collinearity and Colocation Features

A set of points lying on a straight line is referred to here as a collinear set and this property
of collinearity is used for detecting presentation attacks. Collinearity features are, there‐
fore, extracted from sets of images captured when the stimulus is on a given line. The
novel gaze-based collinearity feature explored in this paper is designed to capture
significant angular differences between the stimulus trajectory and the trajectory of the
participant’s pupil movement for each line segment.

Let (xi, yi) be points on the trajectory of the challenge, where the stimulus moves on
a straight line, and (ui, vi) are the corresponding facial landmarks (e.g., pupil centres).
Let θc be the angle of the challenge calculated using any two points along the line of the
trajectory.
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θc = tan−1
(

yj − yi

xj − xi

)
(1)

Let θr be the angle of the response trajectory. The response angle is calculated using the
Least Squares regression method as shown:

θr = tan−1

(∑(
ui − ū

)(
vi − v̄

)
∑(

ui − ū
)2

)
(2)

The feature vector is then defined as the absolute difference between these two angles
Δθ(= |θc − θr|) for each of the line segments included in the challenge.

Fcollin =
[
Δθ1,Δθ2,…

]
(3)

For the colocation feature, the Points stimulus is used, causing the user to fixate on
a number of random locations on the screen. At each stimulus location, the facial image
of the user is captured. The gaze colocation features are extracted from images where
the stimulus is at the same locations at different times. It can, therefore, be assumed that
the coordinates of the pupil centres in the corresponding frames should also be very
similar. This should result in a very small variance, 𝜎2, in the observed coordinates of
the pupil centres in genuine attempts. A feature vector is thus formed from the variances
of pupil centre coordinates for all the frames where the stimulus is colocated. These
variances are calculated for the horizontal and vertical directions independently,
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where ū and v̄ are the mean of the observed landmark locations and M is cardinality of
the corresponding subset of response points. These variances are concatenated together
to form the feature vector as shown below:

Fcoloc =
[
𝜎

2
u
, 𝜎2

v
,…

]
(6)

The features are passed to the classifier to detect attack attempts.

3 Experiments

The ROC curves using gaze-based colocation features are presented in Fig. 3 for photo
attack (by displaying on an iPad Mini 2), 2D mask attack (using printed photos with
holes at pupils) and 3D mask attack (using life-size 3D model made of hard resin with
holes at pupils) detection. This experiment was conducted for the mobile Phone format
using 10 sets of colocated points (amounting to a challenge duration of 30 s). At 10%
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FPR, the TPR is 90% for photo attack. The performance is about 21 and 29% TPR for
2D mask and 3D mask respectively. Photo attack is easier to detect using this feature.
2D and 3D mask attacks are challenging and difficult to discriminate from genuine
presentations using this feature.

Fig. 3. ROC curves for photo, 2D mask and 3D mask for 10 sets of colocation points
(approximately 30 s of challenge duration).

Table 1 summarizes the TPRs at FPR 0.10 for various sets of colocation points
representing different challenge durations ranging from 9 s (3 colocated sets of points)
to 45 s (15 colocated sets of points). The lowest performance is noticed for 2D and 3D
mask attacks. Increasing the challenge duration did not significantly improve the results.

Table 1. TPR at FPR = 0.10 for various sets of colocation points

Attack type Sets of collocated points
3 10 15

Photo 82% 90% 88%
2D mask 9% 21% 25%
3D mask 18% 29% 30%

In summary, it appears that the colocation feature does not work effectively when
used with the smaller geometries of mobile devices in detecting 2D and 3D mask attacks.
While it is effective in detecting photo attacks, the minimum challenge duration for the
feature is around 9 s.

The ROC curves using collinearity features are presented in Fig. 4 for all attack scenarios
for five line segments representing approximately 5 s of challenge duration. At 10% FPR, the
TPR is 95%, 88% and 87% for photo, 2D and 3D mask attack detection respectively.
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Although several lines are shown in the trajectory in Fig. 2b, only five consecutive line
segments (picked at random) have been used for this analysis.

Fig. 4. ROC curves for photo, 2D mask, and 3D mask for 5 sets of line segments (approximately
5 s) for collinearity feature.

Changing the number of lines used has a significant effect not only on the execution
time but also on accuracy.

Table 2 summarize the TPRs at FPR = 0.10 for various numbers of lines included
in a challenge presentation. The proposed system was able to detect a majority of attacks
when using a set of five line segments. When increased to 10 line segments, the perform‐
ance is significantly improved, however, it drops to 83%, 62% and 62% for photo,
2D mask and 3D mask attack respectively when only three lines are used.

Table 2. TPR at FPR = 0.10 for various sets of lines of collinearity

Attack type Number of line segments
3 5 10

Photo 83% 95% 99%
2D mask 62% 88% 97%
3D mask 62% 87% 99%

In summary, the collinearity feature appears to be more effective in detecting all the
attack types compared with the colocation feature; even when the challenge duration is
as low as 3 s.

Table 3 presents a comparison of the performance results obtained using the
proposed novel collinearity feature with results reported in the literature. It is difficult
to make a direct comparison between these results due to the different databases used
for system evaluation and the novel and unique way that the challenge response mech‐
anism is deployed in our proposed system. However, the results are very promising and
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indicate the potential of the proposed features and approach to substantially exceed
current performance limits.

Table 3. FPR and FNR for various methods

Method FPR FNR
Kollreider et al. [22] 1.5% 19.0%
Tan et al. cf. [7] 9.3% 17.6%
Peixoto et al. [7] 6.9% 7.0%

Collinearity 10 s Photo Detection 6.0% 2.2%
2D Mask Detection 6.0% 7.8%
3D Mask Detection 6.0% 2.4%

The choice of operating points on the ROC curve that determines the balance between
FPR and FNR should be set according to the needs of particular applications. The
proposed system allows for considerable flexibility in adjusting the system parameters
to meet the needs of different applications.

4 Conclusion

This work reports on an investigation of novel gaze-based features for liveness detection
on mobile devices. The research extends the authors’ previous works on gaze-based
presentation attack detection using enhanced features, mobile device geometry and
additional attack artefacts. The work explored not only presentation of static photo‐
graphs using another mobile device as the attack instrument but also the use of 2D and
3D masks representing different attack effort levels required by potential attackers. An
important part of this work was evaluating the system with a large database (80 subjects)
of genuine and attack presentations simulating mobile access scenarios.

The main conclusion of this investigation is to suggest that gaze information when
captured in smaller device geometries such as those available on mobile phones has the
potential to discriminate between genuine and subversive attempts.
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